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**Reviewer's report:**

This manuscript now reads better, but there are still some grammatical errors. In addition, the authors have not made all the changes suggested in my original review. Some include (this is not a total list – the authors and editors will need to go through the paper carefully to correct):

“Recently onset” should read “recent onset”

“Laboratory evidenced” is not correct

Starkly is not appropriately used

“Providing beds for 460 children” still does not sound right – perhaps should say something like “with 460 paediatric beds”

The last line of the 2nd paragraph under Seroprotection is not a sentence (starting “More high risk….”)

“Subjects unvaccinated” should read “unvaccinated subjects”

Under heading Epidemiology of 2009 pandemic influenza A (H1N1) in Taiwan, the authors have stated that they plotted a figure, however this is not referenced or shown.

Results have still been repeated in the tables and text eg Table 1. They should only be repeated for emphasis.

“Level of personal protective equipments and hand hygiene adherence was rated by 5-point Likert scale” should read “Self-reported level of personal protective equipment...”